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Chemical products have been an important tool in the management of crop diseases, raising yields and helping to ensure that our food supplies remain stable. Their use is not necessarily sustainable, however, and as resistance issues increase it is imperative to look for more sustainable approaches. Alternative methods of disease control such as natural products and compounds derived from biological origins can help to minimize our use of chemical products, or even provide an effective alternative.

This book deals with the immediate concerns in the field of natural and alternative products for crop disease control. Presenting up-to-date information on natural products and compounds such as essential oils, industry by-products and compost, it thoroughly discusses their applicability, field use and prospects for adoption under different cropping conditions. Encompassing natural products from plant, marine and microbe origins, as well as other eco-friendly approaches, this book provides a complete resource on disease management strategies for researchers and students of plant pathology, crop disease management, crop protection and crop production.